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BUYING A DECORATED
CAKE OPTION
Buy a pre-decorated 8, 9, 10” cake. It works better to not have a lot of
frosting or decorations at the bottom of the cake.
If buying a cake, ask the bakery if you can have a small container of
extra frosting.
Carefully slide the decorated cake on top of the TMC plate (make sure
the spout is not attached).
Lift-up the plate, cut a slot in the cake using the plate slot as a guide.
Measure and choose one spout. Lift up the plate and push spout
through the plate slot and snap into place.
Follow steps 2 and 3.

C. USING YOUR IMAGINATION
Make your design on top of the plate.
Suggestions: Candy bars for a retirement, a diaper display for a baby
shower, stack rolls of towels for a house warming gift, Champagne
and roses for a wedding, A teddy bear display for a new baby
announcement, etc.
Follow steps 2 and 3.
D. NOTES
There are 150 sleeves. If you want more than 150 one dollar bills, be
creative and use 5's, 10's, 20's, 50's, 100's, etc. If you need more
bags, order online.
In addition to money, you can place checks, gift cards lottery tickets,
stickers and/or flat toys that fit in the money sleeve rolls.
Optional: You can place an index card the very last sleeve stating
who TMC gift is from.
*Optional: If you use the template as the cake top, tape it to the
sleeve and fold the edges so it sits level on the cake.
Hint: To frost easier over the open slot, you can either cut a small
piece of paper or saran wrap and place it on top of the open slot and
then frost over. Make sure to puncture a hole in the paper or saran
wrap.

If you have any questions, feel free to do any of the following:
1. Check the FAQ’s on the website at http://www.themoneycake.com
2. Email us at info@themoneycake.com
3. Call or text us at 505.400.5042
4. You can also write to us at: GL Creations
PO Box 10383
Albuquerque, NM 87184

THE MONEY CAKE™ KIT
DIRECTIONS
The Money Cake (TMC) kit is designed to hide a roll of
dollar bills inside a cake stand (comprised of a plate, ring
and base). A spout provides a path to easily pull the roll
of bills through a cake or other party item from the hollow
cake stand. Ideally, a cake is placed on the cake stand
and a spout is slipped through a slot cut into the cake.
Essentially cake hides the spout and the stand hides the
roll of bills.

INCLUDED IN THE KIT:








PLATE
RING
BASE
3 SPOUTS
3 MONEY SLEEVE ROLLS
o 50 SLEEVES PER ROLL
1 TEMPLATE

Step 1: Make a Decision
Cake or ?

Decide what will go on the plate. Bake or buy a cake
or ask a bakery to place a cake on the plate and cut
the slot for you OR cover the spout with candy bars,
popcorn, towels, diapers or other party items (use
your own imagination).

Step 1: Continued

Step 3:

Assemble the kit

Center cake on TMC plate.

Cut opening for the
spout in the cake.

See note B4

Place the plate on
top of the base.

Finish
decorating!
The surprise is
ready!

Lift up the cake plate
and insert the
template with the
ribbon through the top
of the spout. Lower
the top plate onto the
ring and base when
finished.

Adjust the ribbon so that
you can attach a cake
top decoration to it.
Optional: See note D4.

Now you’re ready
for the BIG
SURPRISE!

Snap in appropriate spout.

See note B5

Step 2: Adding money to the sleeves and using
the base

Insert money in the
sleeves.

Assemble the
plate, ring and
base

Tape template to
first money sleeve
& add ribbon.

WATCH AND
ENJOY!

Put money in base

A.
1.

2.
Tape the center of each
sleeve to secure the
money. Note: Ask for
brand new bills and the
money should stay
secure without tape.

Fold the template
and cut a small slit.
Take a long ribbon
and put it through
the slit. Tie a knot.

Lay the roll of
money in the cake
base in folds
(zig-zag pattern) so
that be bills are on
top of each other.

BAKERY OPTION

Take the cake top plate with the spout and ask the bakery to
cut the slot in the cake for you. (You might need to explain
this part to the baker if they are unfamiliar with this kit). Also,
ask for a small container of extra frosting.
When you pick up the cake, take it home and follow steps 2
& 3.

Step Continue

